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stillborn from inception.

We also know that propaganda is a British spy
operation, as is Senior Executive Service,
U.N., educational, publishing and
pharmaceutical tyranny—all fueled and
controlled by British bank mammon and its
demons.

America can finally win the first American
Revolution now by throwing off Britain’s
usurious, debt-based slavery and fiat
currency.

TOP 17 ACTIONS TO FINALLY IMPLEMENT
THE IDEALS OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

1. Close the British-controlled Federal Reserve.

2. Proclaim a debt jubilee.

3. Close courts and implement citizens tribunals.

4. Prosecute current bankers (and their lawyers and
accountants) for treason and conspiracy.

5. Charter new banks without foreign investors and
with total separation between banking and
brokerage.

6. Abolish tax-free British offshore banking; disclose all
holdings, including secret accounts, return the
money to the victims

7. Close the Internal Revenue Service.

8. Abolish the United Nations (British global meddling).

9. Close the British Crown Agent-controlled Senior
Executive Service.

10. Close "Five Eyes"—the British Pilgrims Society's
private intelligence operation running the C.I.A.,
FBI, NSA, DARA, U.S. Navy and the Pentagon.

11. Abolish most federal agencies, most especially the
U.S. Patent Office controlled by British SERCO.

12. Return patent properties to the true inventors,
disgorge the financial holdings of the theives,
prosecute and jail them.

13. Prohibit lawyers (agents of the London Inner Temple
bar) from public office, bureaucracies and courts.

14. Introduce true gold-silver-property backed, interest-
free currency (or other accessible, real commodity;
not opium, human trafficking and worthless paper).

15. Prohibit public money for (British) propaganda.

16. Prohibit foreign directors in American corporations.

the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)

109. Morgan Stanley (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)

110. State Street Corporation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally

111. JP Morgan Chase (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd Blankfein (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

113. Jamie Dimon (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

114. Steve Cutler (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

116. U.S. Securities & Exchange
Commission (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

117. Jeff Markey (McBee Strategic LLC;
allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

118. Steve McBee (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

119. Michael F. McGowan (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)

120. Bryan J. Rose (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and
Harvard Email accounts)

121. Dr. Saul Greenberg (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be "wild
guessing" about the purpose of a
Java "sessionstate" import statement
(even Java newbies know it is used
for tracking a user while in a web
session); in short, Dr. Greeberg lied
to the jury, thus discrediting his
testimony)

122. Toni Townes-Whitley (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)

123. CGI Federal (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)

124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid






















































